We describe the design and control of a wearable robotic device powered by pneumatic artificial muscle actuators for use in ankle-foot rehabilitation. The design is inspired by the biological musculoskeletal system of the human foot and lower leg, mimicking the morphology and the functionality of the biological muscle-tendon-ligament structure. A key feature of the device is its soft structure that provides active assistance without restricting natural degrees of freedom at the ankle joint. Four pneumatic artificial muscles assist dorsiflexion and plantarflexion as well as inversion and eversion. The prototype is also equipped with various embedded sensors for gait pattern analysis. For the subject tested, the prototype is capable of generating an ankle range of motion of 27 • (14 • dorsiflexion and 13 • plantarflexion). The controllability of the system is experimentally demonstrated using a linear time-invariant (LTI) controller. The controller is found using an identified LTI model of the system, resulting from the interaction of the soft orthotic device with a human leg, and model-based classical control design techniques. The suitability of the proposed control strategy is demonstrated with several angle-reference following experiments.
Introduction
Ankle-foot pathologies in patients with neuromuscular disorders, caused by cerebral palsy (CP), amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, multiple sclerosis, or stoke, can result in abnormal gaits over time, such as drop foot, equinus, and crouch gait [1] . The treatment of these pathologies using active orthotics has the potential not only for providing immediate assistance during gait but also for preventing the development of abnormal gaits over time.
In this paper, we present an active soft orthotic device-incorporating sensing, control, and actuation-for use in treating ankle-foot pathologies associated with neuromuscular disorders [2] . The design mimics the muscle-tendon-ligament-skin architecture in the biological musculoskeletal system of the human ankle, as shown in figure 1 .
There have been various approaches for treating anklefoot pathologies. One of the most typical solutions is to wear rigid (or semi-rigid) ankle braces, such ankle-foot orthoses (AFOs) [3] [4] [5] [6] . These devices improve gait abnormalities by forcing the ankle joint angle to be close to 90 • . However, long-term use of these passive devices causes disuse atrophy of muscles and consequently makes the user physically dependent on the device [7, 8] . Furthermore, long-term use of passive AFOs may induce neural adaptations with gradual reduction of muscle activity over time [9] . For example, previous work shows neural adaptation of motor representation occurs with spinal cord injury or immobilization [10, 11] . Thus, passive AFOs can increase the time needed in physical therapy to compensate for these unwanted long-term effects.
Active devices are another approach to address pathological gaits. While active devices require relatively complicated systems compared to passive braces, with appropriate control, they not only can provide higher independence, as shown with robotic prosthetic legs [12, 13] , but also can be used for re-educating the neuro-motor system [14] , with previous work showing the efficacy of adaptive control with active devices [15] . In addition, robotic gait training and rehabilitation has demonstrated benefits on improving abnormal gaits associated with neuromuscular disorders [16, 17] . Several actuation methods have been employed to obtain active elements. For example, brushless dc motors have been used for an ankle rehabilitation robot [18] , as well as in series elastic actuators with a rigid plastic AFO frame [15, 19] . Powered AFOs have been proposed for supplementing weak muscles for both dorsiflexion and plantarflexion using McKibben pneumatic artificial muscle actuators [20, 21] and bidirectional pneumatic rotary actuators [22] , combined with carbon fiber reinforced foot and leg frames. In [23] , a robotic tendon using a spring-based linear actuator has been proposed to provide active gait assistance. Active orthotic devices using magnetorheological fluid [24] and electrorheolegical fluid [25] have been developed to provide variable damping characteristics. However, the devices mentioned above all require rigid frames and linkages and mechanical joints, which reduce the number of natural degrees of freedom of the joint. To avoid limiting the motion of the joint, the applicability of using shape memory alloy (SMA) wire springs has been investigated to create a prototype soft actuated knee brace [26] . Although SMA wires showed potential to be embedded in a flexible structure, achieving appropriate power management and response time presented strong challenges for developing a practical orthotic device. Soft wearable devices using cable-driven actuation [27] and pneumatic muscle actuation [28] have shown similar concepts to the proposed system in this paper. However, they were targeted to upper extremity rehabilitation.
In contrast to prior orthotic designs that either constrain or actuate the ankle joint only in the sagittal plane, the device presented in this paper (figure 2) has multiple artificial muscle-tendon units that mimic not only the morphology but also the functionality of the biological muscles in terms of its ability to control varied sagittal and mediolateral ankle motions such as dorsiflexion, plantarflexion, inversion, and eversion. In addition to this biomimetic design, the device uses soft sensors, actuators, and structures that do not constrain the user's natural degrees of freedom, which is not possible in traditional exoskeleton robots. The prototype is made of soft plastics and composite materials that comprise a light and flexible, but robust structure. The device is also equipped with various sensors, including strain sensors, inertial measurement units (IMUs), and pressure sensors. The strain sensor and the IMUs provide information on joint angle, while the pressure sensors detect foot contact with the ground. In order to demonstrate the suitability of the proposed approach, we present experimental results by showing the characterization of the individual components, as well as demonstrate controllability of the device using a linear timeinvariant (LTI) controller in several angle-reference following experiments. Ultimately, we envision a system that not only can increase the efficiency of rehabilitation by enhancing muscle usage but can also potentially provide assistance during gait by increasing safety and stability.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the design and fabrication of the prototype. Section 3 discusses the sensor validation and mechanical characterization of the system. Section 4 presents the control strategy and experimental cases. We conclude with a discussion of future work, which includes potential extensions of the prototype.
Design
The basic design concept was to create an external artificial muscle-tendon-ligament structure by mimicking the existing biological musculoskeletal system, as described in figure 1 . This concept allows us to achieve three design requirements: no rigid frame structures, no constraints on the natural joint motions, and non-invasiveness. The prototype is composed of three physical layers: base, actuation, and sensing. The control hardware connects the actuation and sensing layers to enable the execution of complex control rules. The entire prototype, including electronics and batteries but not including the mass of the air source, weighs approximately 950 g. 
Base
The base layer contains the foot, ankle, and knee braces that make physical contacts with the wearer's skin. Through this layer, the actuation forces are transmitted to the human body. A flexible commercial knee strap (419 Multi-Action Knee Strap, McDavid, Woodridge, IL 60517, USA), an ankle brace (511 Elastic Ankle Support, McDavid, Woodridge, IL 60517, USA), and a leather shoe (Performa, Vibram, Albizzate, Italy), with no rigid components, were modified to be used as the knee, ankle, and foot braces, respectively.
Actuation
The actuation layer is composed of artificial muscles, tendons, and ligaments. Four artificial muscles were placed on the lower leg (three anterior muscles for dorsiflexion, inversion, and eversion, as well as one posterior muscle for plantarflexion), with their artificial tendons anchored at the knee brace and the foot brace. The artificial muscles were designed as counterparts to the biological muscles for dorsiflexion, plantarflexion, inversion, and eversion, respectively, so that the device could provide the supplementary forces to the corresponding muscles. The artificial tendons were placed close to where the corresponding biological tendons were located. As the artificial muscles contract, their artificial tendons pull the anchors on the foot brace, resulting in a corresponding ankle motion. To prevent the knee brace from slipping during actuation, thin non-slip silicone pads were firmly fixed at the inside of the knee brace making physical contacts to the wearer's skin. Since the four artificial muscles can be actuated independently, they can generate active mediolateral motions, such as inversion and eversion, as well as active sagittal motions, such as dorsiflexion and plantarflexion. These mediolateral motions will be useful for foot stability control during the ground contact phase of walking.
The actual prototype worn on a subject's right leg is shown in figure 2 . Four off-the-shelf pneumatic artificial muscles (DMSP-10-120-200, 180, 160, and 140, Festo, Esslingen, Germany) were used for actuation, and two off-the-shelf miniature solenoid valves (NEX-2-03-L, Parker Hannifin Corp., Cleveland, OH 44124, USA) were installed for air injection and release of each muscle. The proximal side of each muscle was anchored to the knee brace, and the distal side was anchored to the foot brace through metal tendon cables that are flexible but inextensible. Metal hooks were firmly sewn onto the multiple places of the knee and foot braces to provide anchoring points for the tendon cables. The hooks made the muscles easy to attach to and detach from the braces. Since the knee brace has anchoring points only below the knee joint, the device does not constrain the knee range of motion. Muscles 1 and 3 (mimicking the tibialis anterior and peroneous tertius, respectively) provide inversion and eversion functions, respectively, as well as active dorsiflexion, while muscle 2 (mimicking the extensor digitorum longus) provides only dorsiflexion. Muscle 4 (mimicking gastrocnemious) provides active plantarflexion. Figure 3 shows possible active ankle motions generated by different combinations of actuated muscles. This agonist-antagonist muscle architecture not only can create desired ankle motions but also can provide physical support by increasing the stiffness of the ankle joint with cocontraction. Figure 2 (a) shows the tendon system. While muscles 1, 3, and 4 each have only one anchor on the distal side, muscle 2 has multiple anchors on the foot brace. The differential tendon mechanism of muscle 2, similar to the foot design of a wallclimbing robot [29] , distributes the pulling force from one tendon cable to four anchors. Flexible Teflon R tubes, sewn onto the foot brace, secure the paths of force transmission (a) (c) (e) (g) ( (c c) ) ( (e e) ) ( (g g) by allowing the cables to smoothly slide through with muscle actuation. In addition to the teflon tubes, the artificial ligaments made of nylon straps were added to constrain the lateral motions of the cables while allowing only axial motions. Figure 4 shows how the actuation system of the prototype applies torques to the ankle based on the foot and ankle models in [6] . Dorsiflexion is achieved by the cooperation of three anterior muscles, and plantarflexion by the posterior muscle. Assuming the force directions at the tendon anchors are perpendicular to the sagittal plane, their torques can be calculated as
In the same way, the torques for mediolateral motions are
Based on the configurations of the artificial tendons and the dimensions of the prototype, the maximum torques the system can apply are 110 Nm, 53 Nm, 20 Nm, and 21 Nm for dorsiflexion, plantarflexion, inversion, and eversion, respectively. 
Sensing
The sensors are the outermost layer of the prototype and are composed of three sensing modalities. We are interested in information about the configuration of the leg and how the user is interacting with the ground. Thus we focus on strain, inertial, and pressure sensors.
2.3.1. Strain sensor. Two custom-built strain sensors were used for measuring the ankle joint angles, as shown in figure 2 (b). One was attached on the dorsal side of the ankle for measuring sagittal angle changes, and the other was placed on the medial side for detecting mediolateral motions. Although there are different types of commercial strain gauges, none of them are designed for accurately measuring large strain on a flexible surface. Figure 5 shows the design and the actual prototype of the custom-built strain sensors. Microchannels, filled with a liquid metal alloy, Eutectic Gallium-Indium (EGaIn), were embedded in a silicone elastomer (EcoFlex0030, Smooth-On, Inc., Easton, PA 18042, USA) sheet, as described in [30] . When the material experiences axial strain, the overall channel length increases and the cross-sectional areas of the channels decrease resulting in increased electrical resistance of the microchannel. Since the microchannels are filled with liquid, the strain sensor is highly flexible and stretchable. The channel size is 250 μm × 250 μm, and the overall thickness of the sensor is 1.5 mm. The nominal resistance at rest is 10.3 . The experimental gauge factor of the strain sensor is 3.4. The gauge factor did not show any noticeable difference with a relatively mild temperature change (between 20 and 40 • C), which was acceptable for an indoor rehabilitation device as its current form. However, a thorough investigation on the performance with more extreme temperature changes is one of our on-going research areas to make the device more mobile and assistive in the future. More details on this strain sensor, such as design, fabrication, and calibration, can be found in [31, 32] .
Inertial measurement unit.
Two off-the-shelf 9degree-of-freedom IMUs (SEN-09623, 9DOF Razor IMU, Sparkfun Electronics, Boulder, CO 80301, USA) were used for measuring the orientations of the lower leg and the foot. These IMUs provide sensor data from three different types of microelectromechanical systems based sensors: 3D accelerometer, 3D angular rate gyroscope, and low-field 3D magnetometer. An on-chip sensor fusion algorithm, provided by the manufacturer of the IMU boards, derives the 3D orientation of each IMU using the sensor inputs. From the two IMUs, one mounted on the foot and the other on the lower leg, the ankle joint angles, as Euler angles, can be computed by calculating the rotation matrices, as described in [33] .
While it is possible to measure joint angles using only IMUs (using two per joint), joint angle measurement using the strain sensor, with inertial measurement employed only for initial calibration, offers the significant advantage of lower power consumption. IMU subcomponents, specifically the gyroscopes that enable angle estimation, require higher power consumption than the strain sensor. In this implementation, a single strain sensor consumes approximately 0.625 mW of power, while the accelerometers and gyroscopes included in just one of the IMUs in this design consume approximately 36 mW. Future implementations of this sensor system may enable power savings by including only one IMU to provide absolute angle reference, as well as sleeping the IMU after initial strain sensor calibration. Reducing the number of IMUs required for joint angle measurement in favor of the strain sensing method also provides design advantages, as the strain sensors may be more easily and comfortably embedded within soft architectures.
Pressure sensor.
Foot pressure sensing is required to identify ground contact events. While the strain sensors and IMUs measure the ankle joint angle, the foot pressure sensors detect relative pressure distribution on the foot from ground contact. The pressure sensors determine which part of the foot was in contact with the ground in real time. Four off-theshelf force sensitive resistors (FSRs) (FlexiForce-A201-25lb, Tekscan Inc., Boston, MA 02127, USA) were embedded in a shoe insole. Although the pressure sensors are currently used as on-off switches, they can also be used to measure actual foot pressures with accurate calibration if necessary.
Control hardware
The control hardware (electronics), including batteries, were attached to a modified thigh brace (473 Thigh Sleeve, McDavid, Woodridge, IL 60517, USA), containing multiple micro-controller units (MCUs) to support tasks divided into four major stages: sensing, signal processing, control, and actuation.
The sensing stage samples all the sensors, including strain sensors, IMUs, and a pressure sensor, at 50 Hz using independent MCUs (Atmega328P, Atmel, San Jose, CA 95131, USA). The signal processing stage applies a different algorithm to each sensor type to process different types of sensor data. Then, the control stage runs a control loop at 50 Hz for actuation by accessing all the sensor data using its own MCU (Atmega1280, Atmel, San Jose, CA 95131, USA). Finally, the actuation stage carries out control commands generated at the previous stage by controlling solenoid valves through pulse-width-modulation (PWM). More details on the control hardware can be found in [2] .
Characterization
The prototype was characterized in two functional categories, sensing and actuation, to understand how the device performs given the non-rigid nature of all of the components. Power consumption is also briefly discussed at the end of this section. All the testing was done with one human subject, and the testing procedure was reviewed by the Harvard Medical School Committee on Human Studies.
Sensor validation
Three types of sensing were characterized: sagittal angle sensing, mediolateral angle sensing, and foot pressure sensing.
Sagittal joint angle sensing.
For joint angle measurement, the dorsal strain sensor was selected as a reliable source of angle information during operation. However, since the strain sensor requires calibration, each time a user wears the device, due to the change of the sensor location, the IMUs are used for calibrating the strain sensor by establishing a linear mapping between the strain sensor readings and joint angles measured by the IMUs. The performance of the strain sensor and the IMUs were evaluated using a commercial optical goniometer (PASPORT Goniometer Sensor PS-2137, PASCO, Roseville, CA 95747, USA).
A validation experiment was conducted to examine the performance of the dorsal strain sensor and the IMUs with the goniometer used as ground truth. The two IMUs were attached to the goniometer, and the goniometer was mounted to the interior part of the subject's right foot. The strain sensor was attached to the anterior part of the ankle, as shown in figure 6(a). Once all the sensors were mounted, the subject freely moved the ankle in plantarflexion and dorsiflexion for 20 min. A representative 10 s segment from the experiment is shown in figure 6 (b). The result showed that both the strain sensor and IMUs provided accurate joint angle measurements during the experiment. The mean error of the IMU measurement was 0.1 • ± 2.9 • , with a maximum error of 9.1 • . The mean error of the strain-derived angle was 0.3 • ± 1.6 • , with a maximum error of 4.3 • .
The strain sensor experienced approximately 73% strain during full dorsiflexion and plantarflexion tests. To fully utilize the calibration region (0-100% strain), the sensor was stretched with 20% pre-strain and installed from a full dorsiflexion position. Also, the two ends of the sensor were firmly attached to the ankle brace with non-stretchable nylon straps to minimize any possible sliding effect, a potential error source, between the sensor and the ankle brace. This type of strain sensor requires approximately 3N of tensile load for 100% strain according to [34] , which is negligible compared to the contraction force of the pneumatic muscles.
Mediolateral joint angle sensing.
In addition to sagittal motions, mediolateral motions were characterized (figure 7) using a pre-stretched strain sensor placed at the side of the ankle. Two anterior muscles, M1 and M3, were actuated alternately creating inversion and eversion motions while the other two muscles, M2 and M4, were fully relaxed, and the strain sensor signal was measured. Since the goniometer was not able to measure these rotational angles, we used professional video analysis software (ProAnalyst, Xcitex, Cambridge, MA 02141, USA) to provide reference angles. The result showed a linear sensor response for measuring mediolateral ankle angles.
3.1.3. Foot pressure sensing. The FSR pressure sensors were characterized in order to determine the threshold for detecting the ground contact of the foot. With no load, the resistance of the pressure sensors was at or above 1 M . With a 143 lb adult standing on the insole, the resistance was consistently less than 500 k . Thus, 500 k was selected as the threshold for the subject tested. This threshold value is easily tunable for different users. 
Actuation system characterization
The mechanical system was characterized to evaluate the response time, linearity, and repeatability of the actuation system. The prototype was installed in the subject's right leg (figure 2). The subject sat on a rigid bench hanging the foot in the air and was able to move the leg and the foot without any constraint.
Due to the nonlinearity of pneumatic muscles, proportional control of the actuators was not as straightforward as for other linear actuators, such as dc motors. One method for proportional control is to use proportional valves that control the input air pressure of the muscles by changing input voltage [35] . Another method is PWM control of binary on/off solenoid valves [36, 37] . In our design, binary valves and the PWM method were implemented to take advantage of the compact form factor of the binary valves. All the experiments were done using lab-bench air supply. The source air pressure was 570 kPa with a flow rate of 19 Lpm during the experiments.
The characterization experiment was divided into three phases: dorsiflexion, hold, and plantarflexion. During the dorsiflexion phase, the system fully contracted all three anterior muscles while releasing the posterior muscle to reach the maximum dorsiflexion angle. Then, the system held the dorsiflexion angle by closing all the valves. Finally, the system fully contracted the posterior muscle while releasing the anterior muscles to reach maximum plantarflexion. In this experiment, we were able to achieve different contraction and release speeds of the pneumatic muscles by changing the duty cycle of the PWM controller. The result, shown in figure 8(a), shows the maximum achievable range of ankle motion was We also tested repeated dorsiflexion and plantarflexion. The system carried out the characterization program continuously for about 2 min. The result, figure 8(b), shows the system could achieve the same angles reliably. While the target angles were obtained, the angle held gradually decreased during the holding phase due to air leakage of the valves. Thus, feedback control is necessary for more accurate joint angle control, which will be discussed in section 4.
Power consumption
3.3.1. Electric power. The system consumes relatively small electric power as the actuation is pneumatically powered. Three rechargeable lithium-ion batteries (3.7V-900mAh, Sparkfun Electronics, Boulder, CO 80301, USA) provide enough power to operate the entire system for more than 2 h. The control hardware, excluding the solenoid valves, requires 2.5 W, and the valve circuits require 1.5 W on average.
Pneumatic gas consumption.
Pneumatic power consumption can be analyzed based on the pressure and the volume of the compressed air consumed for actuation using the ideal gas law. The volume of air can be calculated from the geometry of the contracted muscles. Assuming the gas is consumed isothermally, and the molar masses of air and CO 2 are 29 g and 44 g, respectively, the four muscles consume the total of either 1.17 g of air or 1.77 g of CO 2 in one full actuation. Table 1 summarizes the geometry and gas consumption of each muscle when contracted with pressure of 570 kPa. For portability, a commercially available cylinder (5GAR9, W. W. Grainger Inc., Lake Forest, IL 60045, USA) that contains 567 g of liquid CO 2 at 827 kPa can be carried with the device. One cylinder can provide more than 320 full actuation cycles of all four muscles assuming isothermal gas consumption.
Control
Once the basic characterization of the sensing and actuation systems interacting with the human subject is completed, a model-based feedback controller is designed such that the orthotic system is used to track desired ankle angular trajectories. The development of such a controller poses several challenges, which need to be resolved in order to meet the desired requirements of the orthotic system as a rehabilitation tool. Numerous complexities arise as the combined humanorthotic system is a complex plant where relevant parameters, such as the ankle stiffness of a given individual or the actuator speed, are unknown or difficult to estimate. These complexities make modeling from first principles very difficult. Also, in general, it is not uncommon that highly complex systems exhibit nonlinear dynamics that are not easy to model with a priori information only. Further difficulties arise from the injection of unexpected voluntary or involuntary disturbances by the human subject, which demand a control system capable of rejecting low-and medium-frequency disturbances. A third set of challenges reflects the fact that, in general, pneumatic actuators are not easy to model and control. In particular, although the actuators of the kind considered here are lightweight, compliant, and capable of generating large forces, it has been argued that pneumatic actuators have not been widely used in rehabilitation and assistive robotics because they are difficult to control [38] . McKibben pneumatic artificial muscles, for example, are very challenging to model from first principles or characterize dynamically, and thus, they have been primarily modeled using a static approach [39, 40] . This might explain that, to date, the pneumatic robotic systems in which sophisticated control strategies have been implemented are composed of rigid moving parts [38, 41, 42] , and that, when artificial muscles have been used, the control strategies are mostly model-free, tuning-based or based on heuristic methods such as fuzzy logic [43] [44] [45] .
There exists an extensive literature on first-principlesbased static modeling of McKibben artificial muscles, in which the objective has been to find relationships between the actuator tension, length, and air pressure [39, 40, 46] . This line of research is useful for understanding the capabilities and limitations of the actuators. However, static modeling is not sufficient for devising trajectory-following high-performance controllers. An alternative approach follows from observing that, under controlled experimental conditions, the McKibben actuator exhibits a behavior that can be modeled as a secondorder system that maps the effective force generated by the contractile element to the resulting actuator displacement, provided that the actuation pressure remains constant [43, 47] . This kind of model depends on three parameters that can be interpreted as a mass, a spring coefficient and a damping coefficient, which depend on the actuation pressure. Thus, assuming small variations of the actuation pressure and using appropriate sensors, a control strategy to follow a desired actuation displacement. However, for angular trajectory following, this is not practical because we still need a way to exactly specify and generate the required effective force. Furthermore, estimating only two parameters for a fixedstructure low-order model almost certainly would not capture the complex dynamics of the system proposed here.
Considering the issues described above, we avoid modeling the robotic-human system from first principles and instead treat the system as a black box for which we estimate an input-output LTI dynamic mapping, using a subspace system identification technique. Once a model of the system is found through system identification, a model-based singleinput-single-output (SISO) LTI controller is designed. The idea of treating this complex robotic configuration, which mechanically interacts with a human leg, as a black box is experimentally validated by evaluating the performance of the proposed control strategy for several predetermined angular references. It is important to mention that classical and modern synthesis techniques have been recently used in the design and implementation of controllers for active hard robotic prosthetic systems [38, 41, 42, [48] [49] [50] . In the work presented in this paper, we expand the use of model-based control strategies to the soft architecture described in the previous sections of this paper. The specific solution proposed in this research is described in the following subsections. Here, R, R ++ , and Z + denote the sets of real, strictly positive real, and non-negative integer numbers, respectively. The variable t is used to index discrete time, i.e., t = {kT s } ∞ k=0 , with k ∈ Z + and T s ∈ R, where T s is the sampling-and-hold time. The variable τ denotes continuous-time. z −1 denotes the delay operator, i.e., for a signal x, z −1 x(k) = x(k − 1) and conversely zx(k) = x(k + 1). In this case, z is also the complex variable associated to the z-transform.
Inputs, outputs, and system identification
From an upper-level input-output perspective we can identify three major subsystems of interest that compose the robotic system: the solenoid valves (and the associated electronic lowlevel controller), the four pneumatic muscles, and the strain sensor, used to measure the ankle joint angle. Here, we focus on sagittal plane control (dorsiflexion and plantarflexion), which implies that the set of physical valves can be represented as a subsystem composed of two abstract valves (an injection valve and a release valve), each of which is in one possible state: open or closed. Thus, the set containing the three anterior muscle injection valves and the posterior muscle release valve is modeled as one abstract injection valve. Similarly, the set containing the three anterior muscle release valves and the posterior muscle injection valve is modeled as one abstract release valve. The ankle joint angle is the controlled variable, which is measured with the custom-built strain sensor, previously described.
Since there are eight physical valves and the subject foot is allowed to rotate in space, the original problem is multipleinput-multiple-output (MIMO). However, the complexity of the problem is greatly reduced by simplifying the movement of the foot to the sagittal degree of freedom and by defining the control signal in an intelligent manner, so that the openloop mapping becomes SISO. For sagittal plane motions, the four actuators work synchronously, where the three anterior muscles always expand or contract simultaneously, while the posterior muscle performs synchronously the opposite action. Thus, four of the eight solenoid valves are thought of as the abstract element valve 1, and the other four solenoid valves correspond to the abstract element valve 2. We label the states of valve 1 and valve 2, v 1 and v 2 , respectively. When a valve is closed, its value is 0, and when open, its value is 1. Thus, the state-space of the entire system is given by
where the vector [1 1] T is not an allowable state. Since there are no dynamic relationships between the digital signal processor (DSP) output and the state v, the input u(t ) can be defined directly in terms of the state v. We can think of this as a one-to-one mapping between u(t ) and the history of v over the valve-cycle starting at time t. In order to describe this mapping, we say that a valve-cycle starts when v changes from [0 0] T to one of the other two allowable states in (5), i.e., a valve-cycle starts when one and only one of the two valves is opened. Some time after one of the valves is opened, this is closed and remains in this position until a new cycle starts.
Here, the duration of each valve-cycle is fixed at T v , which is chosen to coincide with the sample-and-hold time used for signal processing and control, T s . Therefore, we completely define the valve-cycle starting at the discrete time t as follows below. Definition 1 allows one to formulate a SISO LTI identification problem, and consequently, to use classical model-based controller design techniques. Here, we illustrate definition 1 through a simple example. Figure 9 shows an input signal u = {u(0), u(1))}, with u(0) = 0.5 and u(1) = −0.25. In this way, the signal u(t ) simultaneously conveys two pieces of information at each discrete time t. The The definition of u(t ) and the upper-level idealization in figure 10 allows one to think of the system as a black box that maps the digital input u(t ) to the digital output y(t ), where the sampling-and-hold time for signal processing and control is T s = T v . Thus, assuming an LTI system, P, an equivalent block-diagram is depicted in figure 11, where d(t ) is an output disturbance representing the aggregated effects of all the disturbances affecting the system. The system described by this block-diagram can be estimated using well-known subspace system identification methods that yield state-space realizations of LTI systems, i.e., {A P , B P , C P , D P } matrices describing the system according to
where, x P (t ) ∈ R n is the n-dimensional vector state of the statespace realization {A P , B P , C P , D P }, describing P. A realization is called minimal if the system described by (6)- (7) is both observable and controllable. The main advantage of using subspace identification methods is that the order of the system to be identified does not have to be assumed a priori, and therefore, the resulting realizations are always minimal.
Using the algorithm in [51] , with the implementation described in [52] , the system in figure 11 is identified with the use of 50 000 samples generated using a uniform whitenoise signal input u(t ) ∈ [−1, 1], at a sample-and-hold rate of 50 Hz, i.e., a sampling time T s = 0.02 s. We use white noise to excite the system over the entire sampled spectrum, 0 Hz to the Nyquist frequency, 25 Hz [53, 54] . In the experiments performed for identifying the system, the same subject sits on a rigid bench while his leg hangs freely, as described in section 3. Figures 12 and 13 show the input and output signals used in the LTI system identification of the plant P.
The resulting identified dynamics of P(z), labeled aŝ P(z), are shown in figure 14 . The original 48th-order model identified is shown along with reduced order models with orders 12, 4, and 2, respectively. Since the highest frequencies in recorded ankle joint angle signals are smaller than 2 Hz [55] , it is clear that the system dynamics can be represented by the low-pass second-order LTI filter in figure 14 . The identified systems have been normalized so that the respective dc gain is 0 dB and the cutoff frequency ofP is approximately 0.1 Hz. A cutoff frequency of approximately 2 Hz has been reported for McKibben type actuators [21] , which indicates that in the case considered here, the cutoff frequency of 0.1 Hz reflects the effect of the mechanical impedance of the user's limb, but more importantly, the slow response of the solenoid valves used to generate the PWM signals. In order to reduce the order of the system, a state-space realization of the identified 48th-order model is balanced [56] , and then, a certain number of states, relatively less observable and controllable than the others, are discarded, as explained in [56] . Here, the identified models were validated using the standard practice of simultaneously Figure 14 . Bode plot of the identified modelP of P. A 48th-order model is originally identified, then reduced order models with 12, 4 and 2 states are found, using the balanced reduction method. These systems have been normalized so that the respective dc gain is 0 dB. exciting the estimated model and the physical system with the same signal and then compare the respective outputs [53, 54] . The system identification presented in subsection 4.1 and the controller design described in this subsection are implemented and tested on the main DSP (8-bit Atmel Atmega1280 MCU clocked at 8 MHz with 8 KB RAM). In order to implement and run the closed-loop algorithm, the strain sensor signal is Figure 16 . Idealized closed-loop configuration used in the design of the controller K(z). The signal u K (t ) is not directly applied to the system P(z), but used in the definition of the control strategy in (8) .
sampled, the control signal u(t ) computed, and then using the information in u(t ), PWM commands are sent to the solenoid valves that activate the actuators. The algorithms processing the signals required for the control loops are run at 50 Hz, limited by the response time of the solenoid valves (20 ms).
When the sensor signal is converted to an angle, a reference input is either generated from a predefined trace or computed in real time from an input function. Both the measured joint angle and the reference are then fed into a higher level control algorithm, to be discussed in the next part of this subsection, which produces actuation parameters according to definition 1 for the solenoid valves. The PWM duty cycles of the valves are then set according to the control algorithm output in order to contract or release the pneumatic artificial muscles. Figure 15 illustrates the implementation of the control loop at the machine level, using five computing functions.
Upper level controller design.
At an upper-level, using definition 1, controller design means that we are interested in finding rules for generating the input signal u(t ) so that the output signal y(t ) follows a reference y d (t ) and the control error e y (t ) = y d (t ) − y(t ) is minimized according to some metric. With this in mind, we propose a nonlinear control law with the form
where K(z) is an LTI controller designed using the information contained inP, as defined in subsection 4.1. A depiction of the idealized perfectly linear model used for controller design is shown in figure 16 . Considering that the defined input-output system P relies on definition 1 and thatP was found around a specific operating point, K must be designed not only to improve the system performance but also to meet minimum figure 16 is capable of rejecting low-frequency disturbances generated by involuntary movements of the human subject. The shape ofT (z) demonstrates that the controller K(z) significantly increases the bandwidth of the system. standards of robustness with respect to plant uncertainty. In this case, plant uncertainty is expected as the device interacting with a human leg results in highly complex dynamics. The controller K must also be designed such that, in closed loop, the system rejects low-frequency disturbances, desired trajectories can be followed, and the gain and phase margins are large enough to ensure stability and performance robustness to plant uncertainties. The first two capabilities required from the resulting closed-loop system are examined using the output disturbance sensitivity and complementary sensitivity functions
which can be estimated asŜ o = (1 +PK) −1 andT =PK(1 + PK) −1 , respectively. Bode plots of both estimated plants, for the system parameters defined in subsection 4.1, are shown in figure 17 . The gain and phase margins are computed from an estimateL =PK of the loop-gain L = PK. The corresponding values are 5.8 dB and 45.9 • , approximately, which indicates that the resulting closed-loop system is robustly stable. Note that the control signal u(t ) is not a physical entity, but a mathematical tool useful for controller design.
Experimental results
The suitability of the proposed approach is demonstrated through six different sets of experiments. The first set is shown in figure 18 and table 2. In this experiment, the system is required to follow sinusoidal references with a fixed frequency of 0.4 Hz, with amplitudes of 2.5 • , 5 • , 7.5 • and 10 • , while the subject is sitting on a bench with his foot hanging. The experiments corresponding to amplitudes of 2.5 • and 10 • are shown in figure 18 . The performance of each of the amplitudes considered here (2.5 • , 5 • , 7.5 • and 10 • ) is shown in table 2. The performance is measured using the experimental standard deviation (ESD) of the control error signal, expressed as a percentage of the reference angle range. In both cases in figure 18 , the upper plot shows the time-series of the chosen reference and the resulting measurement, and in each case, the bottom plot shows the corresponding control signal u(t ). Note that the results in case 1(a) are in close agreement with what is predicted by the estimated complementary functionT in figure 17 , in terms of performance. This consistency is explained by the fact that for a sinusoidal reference with an amplitude of 2.5 • , the behavior of the system can be considered LTI, as u K (t ) rarely saturates and u(t ) ≈ u K (t ), as evidenced from the bottom plot in figure 18(a) . In the case shown in figure 18(b) , it is clear that the measured signal y(t ) closely follows the reference y d (t ). However, as shown in table 2, as the amplitude of the reference increases, a progressive deterioration in performance can be observed, caused by the saturation of the signal u K (t ), according to the law in (8) . The saturation of u K (t ) reflects the physical inability of the robotic orthotic system to contract and expand at the speeds required by the linear control law defined by K(z). The notion that the saturation of u K (t ) is caused by a speed constraint follows from simply noticing that, for a fixed frequency, the required contraction and expansion speeds of the artificial muscles are directly proportional to the amplitude of the reference y d (t ), i.e.,
where s d (t ) is the desired speed of contraction and expansion, ω is a fixed frequency, A g ∈ R ++ is a geometric constant, and A d is the amplitude of the angular reference. Note that the speed of a McKibben actuator depends on the actuator itself, but also on the actuation pneumatic valves, which in this case are the main cause of speed limitation. The last plots associated with case 1 are shown figure 19, which is an example of the mapping from u to v. An interesting thing to notice in figure 19 is that, as described in definition 1, if the signal u does not hit the saturation limits, the idealized valve's state v changes during a time cycle. In other words, in the system considered here, saturation means that the idealized valve's state v stays constant over the whole time cycle.
In the second set of experiments, the objective is to test the system when subjected to a significant constant force disturbance. In this case, a large weight (500 g) counteracting the dorsiflexion of the subject's leg is hanged at the distal end of the foot, which experimentally simulates the case of patients with highly contracted gastrocnemius muscles, a typical characteristic of a drop foot symptom in CP. The chosen references are the same used in the first set of experiments. In both cases shown in figure 20 , it is clear that the measured signal y(t ) closely follows the reference y d (t ), and overall, the achieved performance is good enough to suggest that the robotic orthotic system could be employed as a rehabilitation device. Note that in this case, as shown in table 2, for each amplitude considered (2.5 • , 5 • , 7.5 • , 10 • ), the resulting performance is degraded with respect to case 1, due to the 15 15. effect of the force disturbance acting on the system. Recall that here, performance is measured using the ESD of the control error signal as a percentage of the reference angle range. Interestingly, in case 2, as can be observed in figure 20 , as the percentage performance in table 2 improves with amplitude, the absolute control error increases with amplitude. The first phenomenon is explained by the saturation of u K (t ) caused by the speed constraint of the actuators, already discussed above. The second phenomenon can be explained by noticing that the most notable effect produced by the force disturbance is a high frequency oscillation over the measured signal y d (t ), which has an amplitude that stays approximately constant as the reference angle's amplitude is varied. The existence of this high frequency content is the direct result of the orthotic system's slow response speed. Overall, the capability of the closed-loop system to reject disturbances, according to what is predicted by the estimate ofŜ o in figure 17 , is demonstrated in figure 20(a) . This indicates that the chosen control strategy is adequate for this kind of system and that the limitations in performance reflect physical limitations of the hardware. The performances of all the variants of case 2 are shown in table 2. Figures 21 and 22 show the experimental sets 3 and 4, which are aimed at testing how well the system performs at in (11) . The resulting performances of all the variants of cases 3 and 4 are also shown in table 2. Figure 23 shows the experimental set 5. In case 5(a), the reference is an experimentally-recorded amplitude-scaled walk signal. As expected from the experimental cases already shown and from figure 17, it is clear that the measured signal y(t ) closely tracks the reference y d (t ). However, despite the fact that the amplitude of the desired output y d (t ) has a relatively small amplitude, the signal u K (t ) saturates repeatedly. This phenomenon is due to the higher frequency content, in comparison to the signals considered in the previously presented cases, in this new reference. References with higher frequency content imply higher requirements of contraction and expansion speeds from the artificial muscles. As expected, the saturation phenomenon becomes worse when the walking reference signal is scaled to a magnitude similar to those in the technical literature showing normal walking patterns [55] , as shown in figure 23(b) . Despite the saturation issue, the experiments in figure 23 present compelling evidence on the robotic orthotic system capabilities to be employed in rehabilitation and on the potential capabilities as a walking assistive device. The resulting performances of case 4 are shown in table 2. Figure 24 shows the experimental set 6. In case 6(a), the reference is a 0.1 Hz-square-wave with an amplitude of 2.5 • . In case 6(b), the reference is a 0.1 Hz-square-wave with an amplitude of 10 • . These cases clearly show the capabilities and limitations of the robotic system. From both cases it follows that the maximum angular speed achievable by the system is 14 • s −1 , approximately. Also, as predicted by figure 17 , it follows that the control strategy is adequate for tracking constant signals, which adds evidence to the notion that the proposed robotic system has a substantial potential as a rehabilitation device. Finally, notice that the saturation phenomenon appears in both cases, more dramatically underlined in figure 24(b) . The resulting performances of all the variants of case 6 are shown in table 2.
Discussion and future work
The main contribution of this work is the biologically inspired design and development of a soft wearable robot. The following features make the proposed system novel compared to prior wearable assistive devices. (i) Bio-inspired actuation system. While most of previous ankle-foot orthotics regard an ankle joint as a simple mechanical pin joint, the proposed device mimics a biological muscle-tendon-ligament architecture with multiple muscles to create various natural ankle motions. (ii) Soft strain sensors. Hyperelastic strain sensors were developed and implemented to measure joint angles. This type of soft sensors makes the device easily wearable and conformable to complicated 3D body shapes. (iii) Completely soft structure. The proposed system does not contain any rigid frame structures that are easily seen in other active orthoses, resulting in no constraints on the natural degrees of freedom of the ankle joint.
The current design showed that such an orthotic device has the potential to provide active assistance for ankle rehabilitation without limiting 3D motion of the foot. The performance of the device when applying a feedback controller was also demonstrated. The current prototype demonstrated full integration of sensing, actuation, and power to create a nearly untethered system.
While the system consumes very little electric power and could run on batteries for several hours, the device still relies on an air source connection for the pneumatic muscles. Thus, one area of on-going work is the investigation of solutions that allow complete untethered operation. Available options include portable air compressors and compressed air canisters. For the long-term success of such orthotic devices, we are also investigating relevant clinical requirements and potential control strategies that would work seamlessly with the user's motion. The goal is to achieve a fully untethered wearable system to provide a new level of mobility and active assistance. This will open a rich space for future rehabilitation techniques both inside and outside of the clinic.
While the system goals for rehabilitation-seated ankle motions-were achieved, the design components could be adapted for increased performance. From an actuation perspective, for example, we could use higher bandwidth actuators and valves. From a control perspective, in order to track angular positions that result from fast walking and running, more sophisticated algorithms are required. In particular, it is possible to represent trajectories similar to the one in figure 23 by linearly combining families of sinusoidal functions. Then, algorithms specialized in tracking families of sinusoidal signals, like multiple-period repetitive control [57] , can be used to synthesize feedback controllers. Also, it is possible to use adaptive schemes like the one in [58] .
We presented a methodology for synthesizing controllers for a biologically inspired pneumatically-actuated soft orthotic device. The proposed approach relied on system identification and classical LTI design tools. This is surprising and useful, considering that the system to be controlled was highly complex, in which electronic, mechanical, and pneumatic components interact with a human body. Based on experimental data, we presented evidence that by proper choice of the inputs and outputs, classical and modern system-theoretic tools can be implemented for designing highperformance controllers for complex systems.
In this paper, the prototype was tested for seated motions, which have importance for rehabilitation, as a first proof of principle. From this initial testing, we can develop a controller that can assist walking gaits. However, gait assistance is beyond the scope of our current work. Also, while force control may be more appropriate for assisting and supporting dynamic walking-our ultimate goal-the position control result demonstrates the feasibility of our current prototype for use in ankle rehabilitation activities that often consist of various types of seated motions, such as those shown in [59, 60] . These types of seated motions can be easily recorded and replayed using our current device. Nevertheless, force control with dynamic walking should be investigated as the device is upgraded with embedded force sensors in the future.
The subject fully relaxed the ankle while neither intentionally assisting nor resisting the controller's actuation during the control experiments. Although slight unintentional muscle (or body) reaction to the actuation was reported by the subject during the experiments, it was not strong enough to disrupt the controller. However, this muscle reaction must be taken into account as an internal disturbance for further improvement of the control algorithm. An electromyography is a potential tool to measure the activation of the wearer's biological muscles, which could be treated as disturbance in the control loop.
Although the first set of experimental data presented in this paper focuses only on sagittal motions and SISO control, the current device provides future opportunities for more complex control strategies. For example, a cooperative controller could be designed to achieve more natural ankle motions when controlling individual muscles. Another possible strategy is to implement a supervised learning algorithm to allow the device to assist the user more dynamically without overpowering the natural muscles. This would require the system to learn the user's motion patterns and calculate correct timings to provide timely actuation in order to seamlessly assist the user's intended motions.
Finally, future work will cover various areas. For testing, we plan to perform a clinical study with the system using a clinically appropriate population. For design improvement, we are currently under development of a more generalized form, as shown in [31] , to address the issue of individualdependence. The new design with modularized muscle units that are lightweight and compact will provide the capability of resizing and reconfiguring, which will allow us to easily quantify the manufacturing and characterization cost and the applicability. This new design is also expected to solve several potential problems of the current prototype, such as transmission inefficiency, hardware misalignment, and kinematic constraints. Optimal power control and increased safety is another area that we will investigate for a wide range of users.
Conclusions
A bio-inspired soft wearable robotic device was designed and prototyped using soft actuators and sensors. The prototype showed the capability of assisting sagittal ankle motions with actuation, providing a range of 27 • for our test subject. The prototype also demonstrated the capability for feedback control of ankle joint angle using an identified LTI model of the system. We believe that this bio-inspired design, utilizing soft sensors, actuators, and structures, will open a rich space for future wearable robot and soft robot technologies for human rehabilitation and assistance.
